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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2596732A2] The present invention is provided with a magnetic lock device of the cover plate compositing a plug member disposed in the
cover plate of the toilet and a fixed base disposed in the base of the toilet, the plug member is disassembly or locked to the fixed base, the present
invention further includes a driving member or movable member, which is movably coupled to the plug member, the driving member is fixed with
a magnetic member; a driven member, placed inside the fixed base and movable inside the fixed base; when sliding to a lock position, the driving
member is plug into the plug member and locking the plug member to the fixed base with the effect of magnetic action; when the driving member is
sliding to unlock position, the driven member is disposed with a first reposition spring, when the driving member is away from the lock position, the
lock to the plug member is released; and a control mechanism disposed in the plug member has a limited portion to keep the driving member in the
lock position or release the driving member from the lock position.
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